ABSTRACT Cross-scene counting is difficult if only limited training samples are available in the new scene. In this paper, a cross-scene counting model is learned with information transferred from other scenes. Counting is achieved through regression, which maps the features of crowds to their counts. Hand-crafted features are extracted from segmented crowd foregrounds obtained through block robust principal component analysis. Samples of existing scenes (source domain) are adaptively transferred into the new scene (target domain) through domain adaptation. Then, a counting model based on domain adaptation-extreme learning machine (DA-ELM) is efficiently learned via iterative optimization with training samples of both domains. Quantitative analysis indicates that the DA-ELM can count the crowds of a new scene with only a half of the training samples compared with counting without domain adaptation. Contrastive evaluations based on three benchmarking data sets are implemented with several state-of-the-art domain adaptation approaches, including hand-crafted feature-based and deep neural network-based approaches. Results reveal the effectiveness of DA-ELM in transferring information through embedding domain adaptation into an ELM framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increase in population worldwide, threats in crowded environments, such as fights, riots, and stampedes, are intensifying. For example, on New Year s Eve in 2015, 35 people were killed in a massive stampede in Shanghai, China. As a significant part of intelligent video surveillance, crowd counting in public places can be used to detect potential risks and prevent crowd disasters from occurring when the number of persons in certain areas exceeds a pre-defined level. Vision based crowd counting has achieved great success. Crowds are always counted through detection [1] , clustering [2] , and regression [3] . The first two approaches maybe affected by the cluttered background and heavy occlusions in the crowds, as well as the running time. Different from them, counting by regression aims to achieve direct mapping between specific visual features and crowd counting without detection or tracking of individuals in a crowd. It mainly focuses on extracting features, e.g. foreground areas, shapes, edges [3] . Recently, features extracted using convolutional neural network (CNN) [4] are much more robust to challenges in crowd counting, e.g. severe occlusions, scene perspective distortion, and diverse crowd distributions, than traditional hand-crafted features.
Despite it may obtain well counting performance, a counting model heavily depends on the number of training samples. Further, only few works focus on cross-scene counting, namely, training a counting model in existing source scenes and then predicting the crowd counts in target scene. We denote the samples in source scenes as source samples, and the samples in target scenes as target samples. Crossscene counting is important if there are none or limited target samples, which cannot be used to directly train a counting model. For instance, it is impossible to train an effective counting model if there are always few people in the scene. However, generalization performance of the crossscene counting model cannot be guaranteed due to the variations in prior distribution of different kinds of samples.
Transfer learning is always employed in cross-scene counting. Zhang et al. [4] achieved cross-scene counting through fine-tuning the existed counting network. However, fine-tuning lays strict limitations in prior distribution of samples because it is achieved through transferring parameters. Thus, Zhang et al. selected samples from several huge datasets to make sure that they have similar prior distribution as the target samples. That means they need a mass of source samples because only a small part of them can be actually used for fine-tuning. Furthermore, fine-tuning is sensitive to hyper-parameters. Unskilled fine-tuning may lead to over-fitting. In this work, we achieve cross-scene counting with limited target samples and all source samples. To handle their variations in prior distribution, domain adaptation, which is achieved through transferring features, is used for transferring knowledge. Unlike conventional domain adaptation approaches which mainly focus on classification, we embed domain adaptation into a regression framework and then jointly optimize them. Notably, there are few hyper-parameters to be set in our approach. Thus, it is more easily to implement than [4] and can make full use of all source samples.
The contributions of this work are twofold. First, samples are transferred from source scenes using domain adaptation, which lays few limitations in priori information of samples. Second, domain adaptation is embedded into an ELM framework to train a cross-scene counting model, and the whole algorithm is solved through iterative optimization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of related work on crowd counting approaches and domain adaptation. Section 3 presents the details of the proposed method. Section 4 shows the experiment results and analysis. The conclusions are presented in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK A. REVIEW OF CROWD COUNTING APPROACHES
Crowd counting can be easily achieved by detecting pedestrians [1] in that crowd. However, detecting entire bodies of pedestrians may be easily affected by occlusions. Thus, several studies focused on noteworthy parts, such as heads and shoulders [5] . Compared with detecting entire bodies, detecting noteworthy parts are more robust to partial occlusions. However, detecting specific targets is time consuming and is easily affected by cluttered backgrounds.
Thus, some researchers tried to count the crowds through clustering motion patterns in the crowds [2] . Rao et al. [6] estimated crowd density using motion cues and hierarchical clustering. Compared with counting by detection, counting by clustering is easy to implement because it does not require any priori information, e.g. object detectors or specific features. However, calculating optical flow that indicates the motion cues is also time consuming.
Unlike abovementioned approaches, counting by regression learns a direct mapping between visual features and crowd counts [3] . Former works mainly focus on designing hand-crafted features [7] - [12] . Fradi and Dugelay [7] used foreground pixel counts and crowd measure-informed corner density for crowd analysis. Hashemzadeh et al. [8] utilized a combination of keypoint-and segment-based features to estimate crowd counts. Liang et al. [9] also employed key points (speeded up robust feature) as cues for crowd counting. To count crowds accurately, many studies employed combinations of multiple features, such as object size, shape, edges, key points, and local binary patterns (LBPs) [3] , [10] . Others tried to design new features for counting pedestrians. Siva et al. [11] proposed a novel low-complexity, scalenormalized feature called histogram of moving gradients. It is a highly effective spatiotemporal representation of individuals in the crowds. Zhang et al. [12] modeled crowds as a flow and proposed a flow field texture representation approach to depict segmented crowds. These features can achieve a satisfactory performance when counting sparse crowds. However, they may fail when the crowds are heavily occluded or extremely dense.
Despite the development of hand-crafted features, they encounter severe challenges when counting dense crowds. Recently, CNN has achieved great success in pattern recognition. For crowd counting, CNNs have been trained alternatively with two related learning objectives, namely, crowd density and crowd count [4] . Various improvements were also proposed. Sourtzinos et al. [13] utilized the responses of a spatially context-aware CNN in the temporal domain to enhance the accuracy of the final count. Sheng et al. [14] used a CNN to extract locality-aware features that were built to explore the spatial context and local information of crowds. Kang et al. [15] made the weights of convolutional filter adapt to the current scene context via side information. Zhang et al. [16] designed a simple but effective multicolumn CNN to accurately estimate the crowd count from an individual image with arbitrary crowd density and arbitrary perspective. Walach and Wolf [17] proposed a sample selection strategy to increase the precision of CNN based crowd counting. Marsden et al. [18] proposed a fully convolutional crowd-counting approach to predict the number of people in highly congested scenes. Later, they proposed a Resnet model for crowd counting in the manner of multi-task learning [19] . However, CNN based crowd counting needs plenty of training samples. They cannot perform satisfactory with limited training samples, even using fine-tuning.
B. REVIEW OF DOMAIN ADAPTATION APPROACHES
Domain adaptation (DA) is a strategy to implement transfer learning. It aims to train a model with easily obtained data from different domains. Xiao and Guo [20] learned a prediction function on labeled source data while mapping the target data points to similar source data points by matching the target kernel matrix to a submatrix of the source kernel matrix. Tsai et al. [21] proposed a domain-constraint transfer coding algorithm to deal with labeled training and unlabeled test data collected from source and target domains, respectively. To address the issue of imbalanced cross domain data, Hsu et al. [22] proposed closest common space learning for associating data with the capability of preserving label and structural information within and across domains.
Furthermore, several researchers focused on heterogeneous DA that adopts cross-domain data with distinct feature dimensions or representations. Tsai et al. [23] presented label and structure-consistent unilateral projection to transform source domain data to the target domain with the goal of matching cross-domain data distribution and preserving data structure after projection. They subsequently proposed an improved strategy called cross-domain landmark selection (CDLS). CDLS can identify representative cross-domain data, which are also referred to as cross-domain landmarks, including unlabeled ones in the target domain, to perform adaptation [24] .
Unlike aforementioned DA approaches that focus on classification, few DA approaches pay attention to regression. Cortes and Mohri [25] provided new pointwise loss guarantees based on the discrepancy between the empirical source and target distributions. Furthermore, Yamada et al. [26] proposed semi-supervised DA approach to resolve the issue of dataset bias in regression, especially severe structured biases in data. However, no effort tried to embed domain adaptation into an effective regression model and then jointly solve them. Thus, we make the effort to incorporate ELM and domain adaptation together to achieve crowd counting with limited training samples. 
III. METHOD FOR CROWD COUNTING
The pipeline of our cross-scene counting approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 . A cross-scene counting model is trained with limited target samples. Pre-processing, including segmenting crowd foregrounds, region of interest (ROI) setting, and perspective distortion normalization, are implemented to extract crowd foregrounds. Then, hand-crafted features are extracted from the segmented crowd foregrounds. A crossscene counting model is trained using domain adaptationextreme learning machine (DA-ELM) through iterative optimization. In each iteration, features of source samples are transferred and then all features are used to train the ELM based counting model. After all iterations, this model can be used to predict the crowd counts in target scene. We shall describe the pre-processing, feature extraction, details of extreme learning machine, and crowd counting using DA-ELM in the following sections.
A. PRE-PROCESSING 1) SEGMENTING CROWD FOREGROUNDS
Robust principal component analysis (RPCA) is widely used to detect moving objects due to its robustness against severe disturbances, such as dynamic background and illumination changes. RPCA decomposition tries to separate the sparse foreground from the low-rank background. However, traditional RPCA decomposition suffers from constant punishing parameters. Block-RPCA segments the input frame into different patches and then assign each patch a punishing parameter [27] . Foreground segmentation using block-RPCA is formulated as follows:
where D represents input crowd images, L represents lowrank backgrounds, F represents sparse foregrounds, * represents nuclear norm and 1 represents L1 norm. Mapping matrix P i () is used to extract patches and punishing parameter λ i indicates the motion saliency of the i th patch. Calculation of λ i can be refer to [27] . Optimization of Eq. 1 is achieved through inexact augmented Lagrange multipliers. Fig. 2 illustrates some results of foreground segmentation. It is obvious that little noise exists in the segmented foregrounds.
2) PERSPECTIVE DISTORTION NORMALIZATION
Effects of perspective distortion need to be considered before extracting features. Objects close to the camera always appear large. Thus, features extracted from the crowds differ sharply along with the change of their locations. We improve the normalizing strategy in [3] to handle the perspective distortion. Supposing the perspective distortion is linear, then features exacted from each pixel should be weighted by its vertical location. Notably, all features are extracted from a region of interest (ROI) that is set manually (outlined using a red rectangle in Fig. 3 ). In this work, the pixel weights for perspective distortion are decomposed into horizontal weight w v and vertical weight w l . The bottom horizontal line of ROI is assumed as the standard, and the weights (w v and w l ) of the pixels on it are set to 1. Unlike Chan et al. [3] , we use multiple observations to compute pixel weights aiming at restraining errors caused by appearance variations. As shown in Fig. 3 , a chosen target is manually labeled (outlined using a green rectangle in Fig. 3 ) 
where m is the number of observations, l b is the vertical location of the bottom line of ROI. A perspective normalization map M(w v , w l ) is obtained through calculating all pixel weights in ROI.
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The main aim of this work is to embed domain adaptation in crowd counting. Features are not our focus thus we only follow the work of Chan et al. [3] (Table 1) . Furthermore, we extract motion feature to represent the moving crowds. Except for features extracted from a single frame, we also extract motion feature that is important to count moving crowds. Fast corner detectors are used to extract motion feature. As shown in Fig. 4 , the total number of corners is direct proportional to the crowd counts. All features are concatenated as a vector. Notably, some features should be further weighted using the perspective normalization map M(w v , w l ). Foreground and motion features are weighted by M(w v , w l ). Edge features are weighted by √ (w v , w l ). 
C. DETAILS OF EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE
ELM is always used as a regression model due to its easy-touse (the only parameter is the number of hidden layers) [28] . 
where
T is the output weight vector between the hidden layer and the output nodes. The hidden layer is a fixed number of randomly generated mapping
, which can be any nonlinear continuous functions, e.g. Sigmoid, RBF, and Gaussian. Then, β is solved by minimizing the following squared error:
where F represents the F-norm, H is the hidden layer output matrix and Y is the matrix of ground truth.
The optimal solution (β * ) to Eq. 5 is given by
where H † denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of matrix H and C is a regulation parameter.
D. CROWD COUNTING USING DA-ELM
To resolve the shortage of training samples in the new scene, domain adaptation is used to make full use of existing scenes. Specifically, domain adaptation is embedded into an ELM framework to train the counting model of the new scene. Training samples from different scenes are combined adaptively.
We assume samples of source and target domains (indicated by superscripts S and T , respectively) as
, where X S ∈ d×n s and X T ∈ d×n t . The former represents n s d-dimensional source domain samples, and the latter represents n t d-dimensional target domain samples. The entries in Y S ∈ l×n s and Y T ∈ l×n t indicate their corresponding labels. Transformation matrix A ∈ d×d is used to project source domain samples to the target domain while preserving label and consistency. For a new scene, only a few labeled samples are available within a short time, whereas many labeled samples are available in existing scenes. Then, output weight vector β and transformation matrix A are simultaneously optimized. Two parts related to the source and target domain samples are designed in DA-ELM, which is generally formulated as
where the first term is used to associate cross domain distribution and the second term is used to preserve the label and structure.
The first term E C (A, D S , D T ) trains a regression model based on training samples of both domains in a weighted manner. The term is formulated as:
where weight α reveals the contributions of samples of different domains. Regulating term λ A 2 is imposed to avoid over-fitting when learning transformation matrix A. Penalty parameter µ is calculated experimentally. The second term of Eq. 9 is utilized to preserve the structure of source domain samples after projection. We refer to the manifold regularization mentioned in [29] and E S (A, D S ) is defined as
where With Eqs. 10 and 11, our proposed DA-ELM is formulated as follows:
The objective of DA-ELM is to find out the optimized β and A. As shown in Eq. 12, w.r.t. β and A are differentiable, such that an efficient alternative optimization can be easily proposed to solve this problem. We fix A = I by calculating the derivative of objective function w.r.t. β. Then, we obtain
where scale parameters c T = α/n t and c S = (1 − α)/n s . H T represents the hidden layer output matrix of the target domain and H S represents that of the source domain. W represents the matrix of weights, where (W ) ij = w ij , and D is a diagonal matrix with (D) ii = j w ij .
When β is fixed in one iteration, the optimization problem of Eq. 14 becomes
where I n s is an n s -dimensional identity matrix. The entire optimization procedure of DA-ELM is summarized in Algorithm 1. H T and H S can be calculated by using the same procedure as Huang et al. used in solving traditional ELM [28] . The iterative update procedure will not terminated until maximum number of iterations T max is achieved. T max is set to 10 empirically. Then, the two variables, A and β, are iteratively solved in a closed form.
Algorithm 1 DA-ELM

Input: c T , c S , H T , H S , W , D, and T max
Output: optimized A * and B * Initialization:
Calculate the output weights β t using Eq. 13; Update A t+1 using Eq. 14; t = t + 1; Until convergence; Unlike Zhang et al. [30] , we transfer source domain samples into target domain instead of transferring labels due to label noises. Compared with only transferring feature [31] , our approach incorporates feature transferring and ELM together and solved them through jointly iterative optimization. Thus, our approach can achieve a better counting performance. VOLUME 6, 2018
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS A. DATASETS AND EVALUATION INDICATORS
We evaluate the performance of DA-ELM in three benchmarking datasets that are described below. Selection of training and testing samples will be introduced in different evaluations in detail.
1) ''PETS2009'' [32] This dataset contains image sequences provided by IEEE International Workshop on Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance. It contains different crowd activities from different viewing angles. We evaluate DA-ELM in subset ''S1 View 001'' that is used for crowd counting and density estimation. There are totally 460 frames in this subset and the resolution of each frame is 768 × 576.
2) ''UCSD'' [3] This dataset is actually an hour of video collected from a stationary digital camera overlooking a pedestrian walkway at UCSD. The video contains a total of 49,885 pedestrian instances. To match the number of frames in PETS2009, we only evaluate DA-ELM in subsets ''vidf1 33 000.y'' to ''vidf1 33 004.y''. There are totally 500 frames in these subsets and the resolution of each frame is 238 × 158.
3) ''MALL'' [33] This dataset is collected from a publicly accessible webcam in the course of two months. 2000 frames recorded during peak hours exists in this dataset but we only select the first 500 frames to avoid data imbalance. The resolution of each frame is 640 × 480.
We evaluate DA-ELM based on two indicators, namely, mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE), which are defined as follows:
where N is the total number of test frames, G(i) is the ground truth of the i th frame, and E(i) is the estimated counts of the i th frame. Generally, MAE and MSE indicate the accuracy and robustness of the estimates, respectively.
B. CALCULATION OF THE WEIGHT α
In DA-ELM, instances of different domains are not treated equally. Thus, the weight α should be determined initially. Specially, we calculate the MAE in each target domain dataset with different weight α, which is set from 0.1 to 0.9 at an increment interval of 0.1. For each dataset, five-fold cross validation is used to calculate the MAEs using different α. Unlike traditional five-fold cross validation, only one fold of samples are used for training, and the left four folds are used for testing. When one dataset is taken as the target domain dataset, the other two are taken as the source domain datasets and all samples in these datasets will be transferred into the target domain for training. Take the green line in Fig .5 as an example, UCSD and MALL datasets are taken as source domain datasets and PETS2009 is taken as target domain one.
FIGURE 5.
Evaluation of different weights in three target domain datasets.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the MAEs vary with different α. A large α emphasizes the effect of target domain, whereas a small α emphasizes that of source domain. For different target domain datasets, their MAEs differ a lot but they show a similar tendency. It is obvious that a low MAE can be achieved if α is set to 0.6. It reveals that target domain samples contributes more for accurate crowd counting than source domain samples. Thus, we experimentally set α to 0.6 in the following evaluations.
C. CALCULATION OF THE PERCENTAGE P
Generally, DA-ELM is suitable for learning a counting model with limited target domain but sufficient source domain samples. If there are enough target domain samples, domain adaptation may affect the counting model through introducing noises from other domains. Thus, it is necessary to find out how many training samples (target domain) can be reduced with the aid of source domain samples. For comparison, an ELM model is trained without the aid of source domain samples.
As illustrated in Fig. 6 , the X-axis represents the percentage P, and the Y-axis represents the average MAEs. For each target domain dataset, we use the first (P × 100)% of samples for training and the left samples are used for testing. Furthermore, samples of source domain datasets are also transferred into target domain and then used for training in DA-ELM. P is set from 0.1 to 0.9 at an increment step of 0.1 and in each step, training and testing are repeated 5 times to calculate an average MAE.
As shown in Fig. 6 , average MAEs of DA-ELM decrease drastically and then remain stable when P equals to 0.3. Thus, P is experimentally set to 0.3 in the following evaluations. Average MAEs of ELM of different datasets show similar trends, but with subtle differences. For example, ground truth in Mall and UCSD datasets cover a small range (17 to 48). Thus, ELM achieves a similar performance as DA-ELM when P equals to 0.6. However, ground truth in PETS2009 dataset covers a relatively large range (0 to 43). Then, ELM achieves a similar performance as DA-ELM when P equals to 0.8 because there are more diversity in samples of PETS2009. When P is larger than 0.8, average MAEs of ELM are lower than that of DA-ELM for all target domain datasets. Compared with training traditional ELM with only portion of target data, there is no obvious improvement in counting performance when both the source data and the portion of target data are used due to domain diversity. In conclusion, DA-ELM is superior to ELM when dealing with limited training samples. With domain adaptation, it can achieve a satisfactory counting performance with only a half of training samples as used in ELM. However, domain adaptation may be harm to the counting model if sufficient training samples are available in the new scene.
D. COMPARISONS WITH COMMONLY USED REGRESSION APPROACHES
After experimentally fixing weight α and percentage P, we evaluate the counting performance of DA-ELM and other commonly used regression approaches, e.g. ridge regression, SVR and ELM. As indicated by Fig. 7 , we double the number of training samples used in DA-ELM when training counting models using abovementioned regression approaches. Detail setting of training and testing samples are listed in Table 2 . Notably, for any target domain dataset, all samples of source domain datasets will be transferred through domain adaptation to jointly learning a counting model based on DA-ELM.
As shown in Table 3 , DA-ELM outperforms several commonly used regression approaches even with a half of training samples. The superiorities in both MAE and MSE are benefit from the plenty of training samples transferred from other scenes. Thus, we argue that DA-ELM provides an effective solution for crowd counting with limited target domain samples, but sufficient source domain samples. We also compared our approach with the state-of-the-art MCNN [16] which is trained using the same samples as commonly used regression approaches. MAE / MSE of MCNN in three target domains are 4.52 / 6.68, 2.77 / 4.67, and 3.55 /6.01, respectively. It is obvious that our approach outperforms MCNN if there are only limited training samples.
E. COMPARISONS WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART DOMAIN ADAPTATION APPROACHES
The main contribution of this work is embedding domain adaptation into an ELM framework and then solving it by iterative optimization. To verify its superiority, we evaluate it with state-of-the-art domain adaptation approaches, including FAW [34] , SFA [35] , and TCNN [36] . The employed domain adaptation approaches are used to transform samples from source domain into target domain and then train an ELM counting model with these samples, as well as the training samples in target domain. For each target domain dataset, the first 30% of the samples are used for training and the left 70% are used for testing. For each approach, training and testing are repeated five times and average MAE and MSE are calculated for evaluation ( Table 4) .
As shown in the Table 4 , our approach almost achieves the best performance. For target domain dataset UCSD, the SFA+ELM approach achieves a slightly lower MAE than DA-ELM. It reveals that directly feature alignment used in SFA maybe more suitable for processing target domain samples with low resolution. However, MSE of DA-ELM is obviously lowest among all approaches. It indicates the robust of DA-ELM in crowd counting. For other two target domain datasets (the 3 rd and the 5 th rows in Table 4 ), DA-ELM performs the best in terms of MAE and MSE. TCNN+ELM also shows strong capability in crowd counting through domain adaptation. It reveals the strong power of CNN in automatically extracting task-related features. However, our approach is more effective through jointly optimizing transfer parameter A and ELM parameter β. Features such as texture and edge can only reduce the influence of heavy occlusions. As we know, heavy occlusions can be well handled by using multiple cameras with overlapping views. However, a detailed review is beyond the scope of this study and readers can refer to [37] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
A crowd counting approach with limited training samples is proposed in this study. It makes full use of the samples transferred from other existing scenes. Multiple features (global, local and motion features) are extracted from crowds after pre-processing (foreground segmenting, ROI setting, and perspective distortion normalization). Then, limited training samples of the new scene and plenty of training samples transferred from other scenes are combined in an adaptive manner. We embed domain adaptation into an ELM regression framework and solve it through iterative optimization. Three benchmarking datasets are used for evaluation and DA-ELM outperforms other commonly used regression approaches with only a half of training samples. DA-ELM is also superior to state-of-the-art domain adaptation approaches, such as FAW, SFA, and TCNN. Additionally, our approach runs at about 2.3 frames/sec on an Intel I7 CPU. The complexity is mainly in extracting features, not the DA-ELM. Our future work will focus on embedding domain adaptation into deep neural networks. 
